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Today, the economy is being oriented by market, so the competition of every 
profession became white-hot. How to increase the market share, reform and perfect the 
system of product project management has become the common understanding of many 
enterprises for development. The project management is getting more and more 
important. Acquiring the concept of “ To develop and implement the project 
management process to gain a larger share of the market”. Pressing ahead with the 
Delicacy Management. All of these will let the enterprise always win in this tough 
completive environment. 
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) is an international prevailing 
standard which is use to evaluate Product-Development and Quality Management in IT 
Industry. CMMI includes the whole Quality Management ideas and help us to build a 
brand-new, expandable, quantifiable and foreseeable system to increase translucency 
and predictable of Project Management through continuous improvement. It will help 
us to improve the quality and efficiency of organization in general and inherently solve 
the choke point of Traditional project management in IT Industry. 
This paper is about how to improve the ability of project management process to 
make the process predictability and commensurable through analysis and research the 
implement process of one financial management software (level: CMMI5). From the 
case it also evidence how to control and settle the problem which caused inferior 
quality and inefficiency. The CMMI5 provide a good platform for process 
requirement, it combines the best practice and theory which come from the improving 
preference order. In this model, The organization will prove they will make them well 
developed after improve the ability of change or create the process, keep producing 
the high quality product to enlarge the market share. They also can adjust themselves 
to satisfy customer need and the market demand at any time. 
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